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Foreword from Cleantech Group
In May 2014 Cleantech Group (CTG) is holding its 10th Cleantech Forum Europe. This year, the Forum is in Sweden for the first time.
Whilst Rio’s Earth Summit of 1992 seems to be the landmark most people refer back to, when looking back and measuring the
political progress (or not, as the case may be) on environmental issues, there was actually a forerunner 20 years earlier in 1972.
The United Nations’ Conference on the Human Environment that took place in Stockholm in 1972 arguably marked the real
beginning of modern political and public awareness of global environmental problems.
For this reason, there feels, in writing this commemorative piece for our 10th Forum, like there is a certain circularity to us being
in Stockholm and releasing this publication, “Looking Back, Looking Forward: the Best is Yet to Come”.
The 10th Cleantech Forum Europe, the annual gathering of the innovation eco-system engaged in accelerating sustainable
innovations, feels like an appropriate point in time at which to reflect back on what has happened during these past 10 years, and
to remind ourselves of how far we have come and how much has changed; all with the end purpose of being able to look forward
to the next 10 years.
This publication sets out to provide
our reflections on the last 10 years of
GLOBAL CLEANTECH VC INVESTMENT $B

innovation and some thoughts on the

CLEANTECH +5

4

next 10 – within the context of clean
technologies and sustainable innovations.
We do so with all humility, not pretending
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that we have all the answers, or that in a
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publication of this size, we can in anyway
be comprehensive. We can only be
illustrative.
In our work, we spend our days in and
amongst the Can-Do Culture1, those
focusing not on what the technology and

1997

2002

2007

the innovations can do today, but what
they might be able to do in the future. We
spend our days finding and connecting

clients with such innovation, tracking the deal activity and enabling more of it. And so whilst all the opinions expressed herein are
our own, our thinking is very much shaped by the innovation community we serve and talk to on a daily basis - the innovators, the
investors, and the corporate partners.
We are delighted to have navigated through the last 10 years with you and to be in Stockholm for our landmark 10th anniversary.
We cannot thank Taylor Wessing enough for their long-term support to this innovation ecosystem and for enabling us to publish
this thought-piece, a piece that so many of you have, knowingly and unknowingly, contributed to along the way.
Richard Youngman			

Michele Parad

MD, Europe & Asia, Cleantech Group

Senior Research Analyst, Cleantech Group

1

See http://www.bhorowitz.com/can_do_vs_cant_do_cultures
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Foreword from Taylor Wessing
We are delighted to be sponsoring this publication. It is very timely, as it coincides with the first time since the initial Cleantech
Forum Europe was held that it is possible to take a balanced view of the sector. The initial years were marked by over-exuberance
and a failure to understand the diversity of the sector. There then followed some years of disinterest against a backdrop of the
worst financial crisis since the Great Depression.
We have now moved into the third stage where there are funds available, although not nearly as much as is needed or was available
during the initial years. At the same time there is now a good understanding of the different sectors that make up the multifaceted cleantech sector.
At one end of the scale there are those sectors which need relatively small amounts of capital, such as smart metering. These
sectors are analogous to digital media companies. However, developing a smart meter is no guarantee of success. The challenge
is overcoming consumer indifference which does not exist in the case of, say, satellite TV. It may be that the only way to overcome
that indifference is to require energy suppliers to make smart meters freely available, at which point they are free on the bill.
At the other end of the scale there are those sectors with significant technology risk and capital requirements, such as wave and
tidal power. These sectors are analogous to semiconductor companies. If they succeed, there is a revenue stream for many years
to come.
Throughout this 10 year period we have seen nations and inter-governmental organisations often take a purposeful approach to
legislation to encourage cleantech activities. Feed-in tariffs, tax incentives, subsidiaries and seed funds have helped boost the
cleantech industry, especially in Europe. There have been some own goals with some of these regimes being rescinded, often
due to over optimism exacerbated by the recession, causing investors to retreat from the cleantech sector. It is to be hoped that
legislators have learnt their lesson.
With an improved understanding of the cleantech sector and an improving global economy, are there grounds for optimism or is
the fundamental premise that initiated the cleantech sector fatally flawed? We believe not. The consequences of climate change
(even if reduced by economic slow-down) and the dwindling reserves of fossil fuels (even if offset by oil shale and shale gas) have
been endorsed time and again over the last 10 years. The imperative for the cleantech sector to succeed has never been stronger.
Accordingly, as we move into the second decade of Cleantech Forum Europe, we believe attendees should look ahead on the basis
of informed optimism, acknowledging the many challenges, but recognising that, as demonstrated so often over the last 10 years,
not least in this excellent publication, the fundamental case for cleantech as a business proposition has been made.
Finally, many thanks to Cleantech Group for all they have done to promote the sector in Europe over the last 10 years. Their
commitment has never wavered, regardless of how hostile the environment.
Simon Walker
Partner, Taylor Wessing
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Introduction: a Quick Guide to What Follows
Taleb of Black Swan fame was right: the future always does turn out to be crazier than we ever think.2
In looking at the first ten years of cleantech innovation in Europe and beyond, in which you will see through Section 3, Railroads and
Growing Pains: Reflections on the Last 10 Years that much has happened and changed, it is worth keeping in mind a sense of historical
perspective which will tell us that 10 years of a major innovation theme is comparatively little. In Section 1, The Future Never Works
Out as We Think, we look back at a few past technological/innovation waves, to remind ourselves of this, and to give us sound cause
to reason that the brightest days for our sustainable innovation theme (in market impact terms, and in investment return terms)
are still ahead of us. The final section, The Next 10 Years: Some Ideas to Watch Out For, focuses on the next 10 years, builds upon the
previous section and looks at what we regard as some of the key trends to keep an eye on and some of the associated opportunity
sets. In a landscape as broad as cleantech, we have had to be necessarily selective and illustrative, not comprehensive.
All in all, with the pages and the pictures that follow, we have tried to provide something a bit different to the many thought-pieces out
there. We have tried to get out of the here and now, to provide a longer, 20-year perspective. By reminding us all of the progress made
in the 10 years pre-2014, maybe we stand a
better chance of neither over-estimating
the next 10 years (like we doubtless did
around 2006-08), nor, really importantly,
ADVANCED
MATERIALS

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
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BIOCHEMICALS

RECYCLING &
WASTE
GEOTHERMAL
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the following phrase or sentiment came
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In speaking to many players in the market,
as part of our research for this publication,

SMART GRID

HYDRO & MARINE
POWER

CONVENTIONAL
FUELS

underestimating them?

up directly or implicitly a number of times.
We now find that it is actually a ‘law’ –
specifically, Amara’s law3 (not that one of

WIND

the interviewees cited it as such): “We tend
to overestimate the effect of a technology in the
short run and underestimate the effect in the
long run.”

This feels worthy for us all to keep in mind as we look to accelerate sustainable innovations forward from here, and to derive
economic value from so doing. During the period of the first ten Cleantech Forums in Europe (2005-14), we have transgressed
Amara’s Law. Over-exuberance led to an explosion of hype and investment which collectively served to disappoint investors and
leave us in a trough of disillusionment.
The good news is that we are coming out of the trough. The challenge now is that the underestimation part of Amara’s equation
is arguably in play. Just at the time when it would make most sense for more investors to be playing into this theme, and for
policy-makers to be doubling-down on their efforts and programs to assist (particularly by levelling playing fields and withdrawing
subsidies from everywhere where they are no longer needed), we find ourselves somewhat gripped by fear and uncertainty.
Innovation is the focus of this publication, particularly as represented by and incorporated in start-up and growth companies.
Given the vast spectrum represented by the clean technology portfolio, we cannot hope to be comprehensive. We acknowledge
from the outset that the various vertical markets which fall under or even tangentially touch on the cleantech theme have
massively diverse characteristics – market size, adoption rates, capital intensity, technology maturity; let alone the uniqueness of
2
http://longnow.org/seminars/02008/feb/04/the-future-has-always-been-crazier-than-we-thought/
3

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roy_Amara
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the various geographical markets. Any one of these areas, and in some cases sub-sectors within these areas, are worthy of reports
in their own right.
Instead, we will concentrate on the macro-trends running across many of them and touch on certain particular sectors where they
help illustrate the general story and the general direction.
Europe is the center of gravity of this publication, given the occasion of our 10th Cleantech Forum Europe. However, innovation and
investment are no respecters of geographical boundaries; nor are trends, technologies, or industries. Good companies, disruptive
models, leading examples, and growth markets are all over the world, so this piece is deliberately global in its perspective and in
its use of examples.
All in all, our objective was to produce something that is illustrative and thought-provoking as you shape your plans for the
coming years.

from the archives: The First Two Cleantech Forums in Europe, 2005 & 2006
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Summary: the 120 Second Version
As referenced already, a publication of this size cannot hope to do justice to all parts of the clean technology theme, given its
diverse characteristics. So the 120 second version has even less chance. However, to tempt you to read on and read more than you
might have otherwise done, here is our summary of some key takeaways grouped around four high-level messages.
1. Patience, perseverance and a long-term perspective are required
Innovation waves are multi-decade affairs (see Section 1) – history and Amara’s Law tell us that we have a tendency to get
too excited too fast and overestimate technology’s effects in the shorter-term.
The future never works out as we think: we tend to be blindsided by so-called Black Swan events and by the second part of
Amara’s law - where we underestimate the impact of certain technologies in the longer-term. This is often because of the
cumulative impact of innovations that accelerate technology well beyond what an extrapolation of the present indicates.
2. 2014 has some similarities to 2005 – but there are some major differences too
In section 3 we use the analogy of the ‘railroads’ to argue the case that, there are areas within the cleantech portfolio of 2014
(e.g. Solar and LED’s) which have reached that exciting point where acceleration of the market actually outstrips expectations
– and in so doing they are providing the ‘railroads’ and the platforms on which more innovations, both in business models and
in technology, can be quickly layered. As new ICT-enabled and more sustainable technology pervades everything, everywhere,
the growing penetration of the figurative railroads of the 21st century Industrial Revolution open up new possibilities that
were simply unthinkable back in 2005.
As in 2005, the 2014 cleantech innovation ecosystem is not awash with capital, especially at the early stages. Company
CEO’s and VC’s need to tap into alternative sources of capital – from corporates, from governments, and from families –
and through alternative models (e.g. crowd-funding).
3. The innovations we see in the next 10 years will only partly be about technology
Mainstream capital’s appetite for early-stage venture capital risk – especially in clean technology – is very constrained. There
are much greater pockets to tap today, for scaling proven technologies. This reality will have an impact on the next 10 years
of cleantech.
We have many of the ingredients but are still experimenting with recipes – recipes that create attractive business models (both
for customers and for funders); recipes that allow large incumbents (‘elephants’) to dance more elegantly and effectively with
start-ups (‘fleas’) in the spirit of open innovation; and recipes that innovate on the financing to help make the potential of clean
technologies, underpinned as they are by undoubtedly powerful drivers, more investable to more people.
4. Context is ever-changing – keep exploring new areas, keep awatch on key secular trends
Pre 2005 fuel cell companies were all the rage, then the focus shifted to solar, then to the energy efficiency opportunity
(cleanweb, Big Data, Internet of Things, etc.)
What next? No need to follow the crowd to the next hot thing. There is such a wealth of opportunity that we have in section 4 been
forced to focus on a few areas only. We have not, for example, given much voice to the opportunities in water and with materials,
not because we do not recognize them as big opportunity areas in their own right. Instead we have tried to focus on areas where
those who self-identified with the the cleantech theme during the last 10 years, have not been spending much of their time.
a. At the intersects, for example – between western technology and the resource needs of Africa, China, and India, for
example; between sustainable and resource-efficient innovation and the incumbent fossil-fuel energy worlds; between
utilities and the plethora of opportunities and threats they face; and between transport (be that on land or at sea) and the
drive for resource efficiency.
b. And at the margins, watching other big picture trends that will have much impact – for example, 3-D printing and robotics
on How We Make, genomics on energy and food; data and social media (on just about everything from operating our
cities’ buildings to tending our agricultural lands).
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1. The Future Never Works Out As We Think
The Future Never Works Out As We Think: The Innovation Lens
‘The Future Never Works Out as We Think’ is both a comment on how the last 10 years have worked out – differently than we
expected, for sure – and a reminder that the same will apply for the next 10.
Ten years is way too short a timeframe for anyone to judge the cleantech innovation theme by, or to write its obituary, as some
seem inclined to do. To put that comment into perspective, we have found it instructive to look back at how other technologybased innovation waves have played out over multiple decades. We thought you may too.

automobiles, over a century of innovation

We do not pretend to have depicted the perfect history of each of these, but rather we have set out to capture the sense of how long
innovation waves take to develop globally, how they all have their false dawns, their ups and downs, how cumulative they are, and
how the big eye-catching numbers (in terms of market penetration and investment home-runs) are not made in the opening decades
of an innovation wave.

semiconductors: a story in time

Man (with a capital M) always gets ahead of itself – hence Amara’s Law.
When innovations start to scale – in the case of automobiles, with the invention of Ford’s assembly line and the spread of freeways;
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in the case of the Internet, when user numbers reached the billions and speeds were measured in Mbits/s; in the case of mobile,
when an iPhone performs as well and as fast as the fastest computer in the world did in the 1970’s – that is when global impact is
greatest, outsized investment returns can be made, and more innovations can accelerate and feed off from each other’s success.

mobile phones: a history

Cleantech’s portfolio is so diverse that it is neither useful nor possible to try to map where it might be on such a journey. But the
consensus amongst the insiders would seem to be that some areas are starting to push towards their mainstream phase right now
and plenty have reached their breakthrough phase while others are still in their R&D phase. To outsiders, to those not paying
attention, to those who believe in the 60 Minutes Cleantech Crash narrative4, some surprises may be in store in the coming 10
years, as Kurzweil’s Law of Accelerating Returns kicks in.5

the rise of the internet

The overall takeaway for us from this exercise in over-simplifying parts of innovation and technology history was simply to back up
our assertion that the best is still to come for sustainable innovators and investors.
Patience and perseverance will surely be rewarded.
4
http://www.cbsnews.com/videos/the-cleantech-crash/
5

http://www.kurzweilai.net/the-law-of-accelerating-returns
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The Future Never Works Out As We Think: The Investment Lens
If the historical perspective above is useful to you in re-assessing where we are on the sustainable innovation journey then it
probably can also be helpful in putting the investment journey into some kind of perspective too.
The last 10 years has seen a steep rise, followed by a less pronounced fall, in cleantech investing, as depicted by the backdrop of
the two graphs below. This is a well-told and well-known story told by us and others. The one minute version might be:
Arguably, too much ‘easy’ money was raised too fast for the maturity and the size of the opportunity set.
Much value was lost or eroded as technologies took longer and more capital was needed to prove themselves at
commercial scale.
Much of the remaining value is still unrealized as the pace of exits has been slow.
The resultant track record and the wider financial crisis has led to a dramatic tightening in capital availability, meaning
there is less dry powder available today (from pure play Cleantech VC’s) for early-stage cleantech companies than there
was in 2006.6
The purpose of this publication is not to revisit that backward-looking investment story, but to help inform the future. This first graph
is intended to illustrate the major difference between 2014 and 2005 – the availability of capital within cleantech-dedicated funds.

A History of Europe & Israel Cleantech Investors

Powered by data from

What is it intended to show?
It shows the significant build-up of capital 2005-08 when a wall of money was raised in mostly first time funds. Of
those shown, only Aloe, BankInvest (now NES) and Emerald were not first-time funds. (Note the chart focuses only on
pureplay cleantech funds. Idinvest Partners, for example, was involved at that time as a generalist; it now has a dedicated
fund, Electranova Capital. Many other generalists have backed off wholly or partially)

6

Cleantech Group/Georgieff Capital - European Cleantech Fundraising 2013-14: Investors have their own chasm to cross
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It shows the yawning gap 2009-12, in which few new cleantech-dominated funds were raised. The corporates behind Aster
Capital, Ecomobilite Ventures, Electranova Capital, and Greencoat Capital all speak to the rise of the corporate which is
covered more fully below. BeCapital and Zouk stand out as the exceptions in the 2009-10 time period. It is noteworthy
that, in raising its second cleantech fund, Zouk Ventures re-branded to Zouk Capital. A sign of the times.
And 2012+, it shows the survivors starting to emerge, after protracted fundraisings through the toughest of environments.
Ambienta 2, Emerald 3, Environmental Technologies Fund 2, and Wheb 3 have all made significant closes in the past 12
months. Names like Capricorn Venture Partners and Climate Change Capital PE are now embarking on that journey.
There have been casualties along the way: in Europe, names like Atmos, Good Energies, and Low Carbon Accelerator, all
of whom were regular attendees at early Cleantech Forums in Europe, are no longer on the scene.
The takeaway? As was discussed in detail in our 2013 report, European Cleantech Fundraising 2013-14: Investors have their own chasm
to cross7, young companies will need to look to corporates, government, and beyond traditional investment types and vehicles for
early-stage risk capital. The paucity of “dry powder” for early-stage will not change any time soon (see page 29 below for further
thoughts on this subject).
This second illustration is intended to show the build-up of large European multi-national corporate venture capital mandates, in
some cases for the first time, in other cases coming back after 10+ years without one.

The European Corporate Investors: A Story in Time

Powered by data from

What is it intended to show?
Distinct from the financial investors’ picture, it shows that the availability of capital (at least in principle) from large
European corporates, motivated to find external innovations of strategic relevance, has been growing during this period.
The period of 2009-12 shows almost the mirror opposite trend to the financials.

7

http://info.cleantech.com/Georgieff_Fundraising_Research_Report_Download.html
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It speaks to the variety of industrial backgrounds interested in parts of the resource innovation landscape – chemicals, oil
and gas, retail, telecoms, and utilities are all represented.
It also hints at the worries some have about the historic cyclicality of corporate venture capital. Long-time veterans of
innovation waves have expressed their concerns as to how many of these industrial groups will maintain their commitment
to venture capital through the cycles, and how many might, with a new CEO or a tough operating context for the wider
group, cut back on innovation programs whose realization of value (financial and strategic) can likely only be seen through
10+ years. If one looks at the pioneers (those grouped as pre-2005), you find that, of those on the diagram:
Only BASF, DSM, Siemens, and Volvo have stuck at it
Danfoss and the three utilities (RWE, SSE, and Vattenfall) have all stopped or are winding down their venture
initiatives
EDF and Shell are examples of that cyclicality we referenced. Both stopped their early 2000’s initiatives; both have
returned - though in different formats. Shell has turned full circle and has a new Technology Ventures team again,
and the EDF Innovation team is back but largely through Electranova Capital and classical LP investments (as in
Tsing Capital’s latest USD fund in China)
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A Diagram to Focus Our Minds
In the late 1990s we were awash with predictions of how the Internet would change everything. We saw an explosion of investment
interest from financials and corporates. Note that the incredible spike in venture activity around the dot.com opportunity set, around
1998-2000, precedes the mainstream period as
we illustrated it on page 11 above.
The predictions were correct inasmuch as the
innovation force – but bringing back Amara’s
Law into focus, they were wrong on two counts.
Firstly, on the timing: the short-term
was totally over-estimated and led to
a radical destruction of capital that in
turn caused a “flight from tech” in the
early 2000’s.
Secondly, on where the value was and
how it could be monetised – and what

VC funding, percentage of peak year

Internet has indeed become a truly disruptive
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would win out and why. To begin
with, the focus was purely on taking
the physical world online. Amazon, for example, was written up in the 1990’s as a bookseller, a direct competitor to Barnes
& Noble. What we missed at the time was the wider significance of the platform being developed – the huge infrastructure
investments made into the logistics, into the web-infrastructure, and into the growth and retention of the customer base. All
of these led to Amazon dominating e-retailing today and has created huge barriers to competition.
What we also couldn’t see back in the 1990’s was how the Internet, as it improved in its performance, its pervasiveness, and
in its audience size, would no longer be the innovation, but would rather be the platform and the enabler on which so many
other innovations would be layered.
Sound like a familiar pattern? Why relevant to us, in cleantech innovation? Many of these elements feel familiar to the kind of
conversations we have been privy to these past years within the cleantech world:
We had the onrush of investment as predictions were made about how the clean economy would sweep all before it. We, like
so many before us, fell foul to Amara’s law by totally over-estimating the short-term.
We are still working out the models and the reasons why certain players will win out and where investment is best deployed.
Capital-intensity is not per se wrong (albeit it is a mis-fit for small venture funds and for a financing environment where you
cannot rely on new investors coming in). There will be, across the clean technology portfolio, capital-intensive Amazon types
whose consistent investment in scale will create huge barriers to entry for the future – arguably, some of such winners are
visible today. Too early to be totally certain, but names such as First Solar, Jinko Solar, and Tesla look well-placed to lock in a
long profitable future delivering dividend-style returns on the huge early investments they have made.
There will also be business models whose purpose is enablement. The 1980’s had the boom and the success of VAR’s (ValueAdded Resellers) to enable the sale of enterprise IT in an era when big companies could not cope with their own IT decisions
and did not have the sophisticated in-house IT departments they have today. The Internet had PayPal (to enable payment),
Google (to enable finding stuff), Skype (to enable peer to peer communications) and Facebook (to enable communities). The
world of energy and resource innovation will see some of the same. Some early signals are there already.

15
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2. Entrepreneur Tales: 10 Years Told Through 10 Company Stories
In this section, we have attempted to summarize some key parts of
the narrative of the last 10 years of sustainable innovation in Europe
by picking an entrepreneurial company (against a year) as a means
by which to illustrate the story of the 10 years. In so doing, we fully
acknowledge that sustainable investing in Europe preceded our first
Cleantech Forum in May 2005.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

2004 saw the flotation on AIM, London’s junior market, of Ceres
Power, a developer of metal-supported solid oxide fuel cell technology.
The company presented at the second European Cleantech Forum (in
London, June 2006).
We chose this company as an example
of two features of that time. On the one hand, the fuel call wave (a wave
which Alois Flatz, Partner, Zouk Capital, to be clear not an investor in
Ceres, described to us as “the pre-cleantech cleantech hype”) was in
full swing: Ceres was the second of what over the next 12-24 months
became a succession of fuel cell companies listing on AIM. On the
other, it is chosen as an example of the mis-match between public
markets and unproven, loss-making technology companies – clean or
otherwise – which has meant that the public markets have been all
but closed in Europe to new listings, for the past few years (until very
recently. See page 29 for ‘The Return of the IPO’).
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

2005 saw the IPO of Q-Cells. Five months after the 1st European
Cleantech Forum, this was the “gorilla exit” that returned 27x money
for Apax Partners on its 22-month investment in the German solar
cell company. It was also the largest single capital gain made by a
European venture capital firm since the dot.com boom, beating the
return Index Ventures had made on the September 2005 sale of Skype
to eBay.
We chose this company because, in combination
with the REC Solar IPO a year later (REC was awarded Cleantech
Emerging Enterprise of the Year at the 3rd Cleantech Forum Europe
in Frankfurt, 2007), these were the key proof points that unlocked a
rush of capital (too much capital, some would say) for the first-time
cleantech funds we illustrated above. At the other end of the story,
Q-Cells’s demise into insolvency and firesale is emblematic of solar’s
rise and fall. The APAX partner, Christian Reitberger, was a keynote
speaker at the 1st Cleantech Forum Europe 2005. Were he able to join
us at our 10th in May 2014, he would be keen to assert that Q-Cells is
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too often easily written off as a failure. He would argue that, whilst yes clearly a failure for the shareholders who bought the stock
at its heights in 2007/8, but looked at more holistically maybe not so: Q-Cells is still a major player in the PV space, employing
under Hanwha ownership as many, if not more, people in Germany and in Malaysia today as it did back then. From an IP creation,
quality of product and employment perspective, he would argue the case, it is not such a failure, after all.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

In 2006, MBA Polymers, the plastics recycler, won the Most
Promising Technology award at the second European Cleantech
Forum in London, having won it in Paris the previous year too.
We chose this company as an
example of companies who have lived out the story we have seen a
number of times over the last 10 Years – namely that ‘you can have
great technology, a compelling proposition and a great team’, but it
will probably still take you way longer and way more money than was
ever expected. MBA Polymers was founded in 1993, and has taken on
in excess of $100m of external equity capital since then.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

In 2007 Better Place was founded.
We chose this company as an example of the
spirit and optimism of that time. Credit to the boldness and the
disruptiveness of the vision of battery-swapping that Shai Agassi
came forward with. We were all admirers of that aspect, even if some
may have had doubts about whether it could be pulled off. The problem proved to be that the infrastructure had to be built
first to find out if it could work. Vast amounts of private capital (in excess of $800m) were consumed and its ultimate failure
unfortunately is but one of a number of such stories that changed the risk appetite towards, and the perceptions of, the clean
technology opportunity set. That knock-on effect will overhang and be with us for more years yet – until the new wave of solid
successes have buried the painful and large losses represented by the Better Places, Odersuns, and Soltectures.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

In 2008 Solairedirect closed a €20m round of financing, contributing
to a year in which solar contributed 35% of the total €1.4bn cleantech
venture and growth capital investment recorded that year. Both are
records, according to i3.
We chose this company to highlight the
achievement of this fully-integrated French independent solar power
producer, in successfully navigating the growing pains of the solar
industry through the impact of the global financial crisis and the
shifts in feed-in-tariff support. Today it is one of the few survivors
from the hot names in solar of that time who raised large $100m+
rounds in that same year (e.g. Miasole, Soltecture (Sulfurcell at that
time) and Solyndra).
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In a global industry, Solairedirect now has over 0.5GW built and operates on five continents, making it stand-out as one of the few
private and independent companies left standing after the brutal shakeout in the industry.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

In 2009 Takadu was founded.
We chose this Israeli water company, which
provides utilities with a web-based platform that monitors water
distribution networks, as an example of two key trends that started
to grow in strength around this time. Firstly, interest in investment
opportunities beyond renewable energy started to grow and the
cleantech investment portfolio started to healthily diversify, with
efficiency plays to the core. Secondly, it became apparent, in a more
capital-constrained time, that the convergence of resources and IT
was an opportunity set that was likely to suit venture capital investors
much better than the capital-intensive plays highlighted against the
previous years above.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

In 2010 Schneider Electric took a majority stake in Energy Pool.
We chose this French demand response company, founded in 2008, which currently manages about 1,300 megawatts
of demand response capacity, as illustrating two other trends that started to grow in strength around this time – on
the one hand, the growth in interest in the so-called smart grid and the early concepts around the idea of “digital energy”; and on the
other hand, the growth of the industrial corporation’s strategic interest in clean technologies and innovation companies.
Schneider Electric was an early adopter and leader in this trend – and around this time (2010-11) it merged its corporate venturing
unit, Schneider Electric Ventures, into Aster Capital (along with Alstom and Rhodia) now part of Solvay. It also made a remarkable
number of acquisitions in the energy and resource world, including Uniflair S.p.A., a manufacturer of in-room precision cooling
systems (primarily for data centers and telecommunications applications); building energy management software providers Vizelia
and D5X; sustainability services company Summit Energy Services; a majority stake in Luminous Power Technologies Pvt. Ltd., an
Indian company that provides inverters, UPS and power storage systems to help homes and small and medium sized businesses
face frequent power cuts; Telvent, a $2bn Spanish software provider for energy, transport and infrastructure systems; and Beijing
Leader & Harvest Technologies Holdings Ltd, one of the leading players in the fast-growing medium voltage drives market in China.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

In June 2011 Epyon was acquired by ABB.
We chose this company, a Dutch provider of ultra-fast charging technology for EV’s, for three reasons. One,
though we did not realize it at the time, it proved to be the last of the ‘false dawn’ M&A spree of 2011, a spurt of M&A activity that
saw, amongst others, Toshiba buy Swiss metering company Landis&Gyr for $2.3bn, BASF buy German ultra-filtration membrane
company Inge, and SiC Processing and Agri.Capital both be taken over by financial players – Nordic Capital and Alinda Partners
respectively. That this M&A window did not continue, in part due to fiscal conservatism brought on by the Euro crisis, undoubtedly
set back growth plans for innovators and venture investors, and meant recent years have become as much about survival as they
have about growth.
The second reason we chose Epyon was because, along with Inge, they point to the growing importance of China as an end market
for commercialization for many clean technology companies (see ‘Foreign Technology into China’ on page 32). Whilst Inge started
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to access the Chinese market as an independent company, Epyon’s
technology has been taken there by ABB, its owner. In February
2014 ABB announced a strategic collaboration with Shenzhen BYD
Daimler New Technology Co (BDNT) to supply DC fast chargers to
support the launch of the DENZA (BDNT’s new 200km-range EV), in
a country set to become the largest EV market of the world.
The third reason was that this company’s development has been
almost the perfect copy-book story that all our venture investor
friends are after. With a nice financial return too – an IRR, we would
estimate from market noise on the acquisition price, as being some
way north of 100%.

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

In 2012 ETOGAS received investment from Aster Capital and added Audi as a customer
We chose this company (originally called
SolarFuel) as an example of the ongoing transformations in
how we think about renewable energy, industries, their different
infrastructures and needs, and the interconnections between them.
Much innovation in cleantech in the 2010’s will be about creating
linkages between existing assets and technologies to give form to new
business models and markets (see ‘It’s not about the technology’ on
page 26).
As an illustration of such inter-connections, in 2013 Audi opened
the world’s largest industrial power-to-gas plant, using ETOGAS’
technology which converts excess solar and wind power to make
methane from water and carbon dioxide. The renewable synthetic methane, called Audi e-gas, is provided for customers of Audi’s
new natural-gas vehicle, the new A3-tron g, at a small premium to gasoline.
Most other storage technologies, including pumped-hydro, have storage capacity of only a few hours and address intra-day peaks.
ETOGAS’ technology enables balancing electricity supply and demand over several days to months and to transfer renewable
energy – which might otherwise be curtailed - to other uses such as for heating and mobility.
The integration of an increasing share of renewables in the German energy system is driving wholesale power prices down yearby-year. In 2013, there were more than 4000 hours of spot-electricity prices of €40/MWh and less - which is the level where
ETOGAS’ business case starts being interesting. Power-to-methane is picking up this ‘low value’ electricity and turns it into a
higher value fuel while making use of the existing natural gas infrastructure.
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■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

In 2013 Avantium retained its position on the Global Cleantech 100 list for the fourth year in a row.
We chose this company for our final year due to our belief that the way things play out in the coming two to three
years for companies like Avantium will be important signals to us all of how the next 10 years will play out for investment in
this area. Avantium develops bio-based materials and fuels that can
replace petroleum-based products in large markets such as bottles,
flexible packaging and textiles.
There are a number of other similarly exciting and very promising
European companies in investor portfolios. Such companies have
breakthrough technology, big markets ahead of them, and have
attracted the attention of very significant players (in Avantium’s
case, Coca Cola, for example, to co-develop a next generation 100%
plant-based bioplastic). But all of them, to realize their potential, they
need to navigate the path to scale – and to find people willing to fund
that scale up effort. If they can last the course and win out, this will
have very positive knock-on effects for the innovation and venture
ecosystem in Europe as investment would more freely flow again,
lifting a current constraint.

“Notwithstanding the failures of individual
companies, cleantech is not going away, either
on the ground or as an investment opportunity.
And that’s no myth.”
(Excerpt from McKinsey Insight Article,
Myths and realities of clean technologies.
April 2014 by Sara Hastings-Simon,
Dickon Pinner, and Martin Stuchtey)
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3. Railroads and Growing Pains: Reflections on the Last 10 Years
With regards to 2014, some of the older investor hands we have spoken to have a sense that we are ‘back to where we were’– but
with some significant differences.
The ‘back to where we were’ perspective in a nutshell would be:
In the 1990’s, the very early pioneers of sustainable innovation
investment were focused on finding businesses where the
economics made sense, stand-alone.
The investment theses of the 2000’s were arguably much
changed – some would argue distorted - by the introduction
of the feed-in tariffs and the high political focus (leading up
the failure of COP 2009) on Climate Change and Carbon.
In the 2010’s it feels like the focus is back on the economics
of the proposition in question and big technology bets are out
of favor.
But 2014 is not 2004. There are some significant differences, too,
namely that the market context has changed.
To illustrate that changed market context, we spent some time looking
at a few areas within the clean technology portfolio through the lens
of where were we a few a years back, where we expected to get to
(through the lens of old forecasts), and where we actually got to.
When we think of the past, the notion of the railroads we find to be instructive for cleantech’s future, as explained below:
It was the building out of the actual railroads that enabled
industry to expand in the way it did, by activity, volume,
and geo spread, enriching countries as it went (albeit with
social and environmental costs).
Figuratively, the railroads for mobile and internet might be
thought of as the huge investments made into the networks
and the hardware. Without these, the tech darlings of today,
such as Apple, Baidu, Facebook, Google, Tencent, Twitter,
Weibo and Whats App would not have been possible.
In renewable energy, the build-out of the railroad equivalents
are signaled in how renewable energy assets have accumulated
during our 10 year period and how they are now accelerating
faster and faster each year. We cannot and must not ignore
the bigger picture – around the whole energy mix as well – but there can be little doubt that the investment thesis for
sustainable innovation in 2014 is very different from 2004 given the GW’s installed and given that solar is now at about 1%
of global electricity production (‘halfway to market dominance’)9.
We use energy and the information below on solar, LED’s, and batteries to illustrate a bigger point – that much has happened in
10 years, that some technology areas are going mainstream, and that more innovation will be pulled along in the slipstream.
9

http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/are-we-halfway-to-market-dominance-for-solar
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Solar: a snapshot of 10 Years
Solar was arguably the area that triggered the excitement and fund-formation of 2004-08, with IPOs like First Solar, Q-Cells, REC, and
Suntech. But as we entered 2005, we were talking about an energy area that had less than total 4GW installed capacity worldwide at
that time, coming off a year in which it had added less than 0.75GW. Fast forward a decade, and as we enter 2014, we are now looking
at a market that has a total global installed capacity in excess of 120GW, the majority of which has been added in the last three years.
This is a market that is accelerating fast. Why? A subject we could write a whole report about, but in some ways there isn’t much
need to look beyond the pricing trajectory and recent reports from manufacturers:
SunPower recently reported that it had reduced costs by 20% in 2013 (for the third year in a row), as well as its balance of
systems costs by 25%; and that its next manufacturing plant will likely reduce the cost per watt by a further 35% over its
current manufacturing lines.10
Jinko Solar claimed that its module costs went below $0.50c/watt (the US DOE’s SunShot goal), at points during 2013.11
While this price may prove to be unsustainably low, it is worth noting that the module cost in 2004 was around $3/watt,
comparatively.12

Average PV Module Price Versus Global Cumulative Installed Capacity
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The PV industry is a ‘railroad’ heading fast in one direction – towards mainstream volumes – and is accelerating fast. Here are a
few facts and figures to put that into context.
In early 2014, Deutsche Bank was predicting that in 2014 46GW of solar PV will be added, and in 2015 a further 56GW.13 If
that played out, we would reach the 200GW total installed capacity mark during 2015, a landmark that McKinsey, in 2008,
thought would probably take us until 2020.14 (To be clear, we cite this not to trash past forecasting – but to illustrate the
accelerating effects of unforeseen events that can be so hard to see until they happen)
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/SunPower-Continues-To-Drive-Down-the-Cost-Curve
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Module-Costs-Dip-Below-50-Cents-Per-Watt-in-JinkoSolars-Strong-Q4
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2013/03/solar-pv-profits-last-stand
13
http://reneweconomy.com.au/2014/deutsche-bank-predicts-second-solar-gold-rush-40084
14
The Economics of Solar Power, McKinsey Quarterly, June 2008
10
11

12
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In its 2014 Clean Energy Trends report, Clean Edge projected that by 2021, global cumulative installed solar PV capacity
will have surpassed 700GW, 7 times today’s capacity.15 That is double what the most optimistic view was in 2008.
Europe (led by Germany) has been the leader, adding around 85% of the annual global capacity in 200816. It still has the
largest installed capacity, but the growth engines are now elsewhere.
China installed an incredible 12 GW of solar in 2013, Japan 7GW, and the US 4.7GW (note that each of those figures exceed
the world’s total installed capacity of 2005). More solar was installed in the US in the last 18 months than in the previous
30 years combined, and it is now the second largest source of new generating capacity behind natural gas.
China, Japan, and the US, as the world’s largest three economies, lead the way, but what is significant is how this is an
“everywhere” phenomenon. India, Australia, South Africa, Mexico, Latin America, and the Middle East are all part of the
solar “railroads” expansion story.
There are nearly 100 manufacturing plants worldwide that have the capability to produce 1GW or greater per annum.
The owners of these are surely the companies with the chance to lock in the future, just as Amazon has been doing around
e-commerce.
It is noteworthy, therefore, that a striking investment plan has come into view. A Hong Kong real-estate tycoon, Zheng Jianming,
has been accumulating stakes in failing solar companies. With investments estimated to be about $0.5bn, he now has what is
probably the biggest collection of PV factories in the world – assets that, at their peak, were worth almost $20 billion.17

So, what next?
There are some 19 countries already reckoned to be at grid capacity, with more set to reach there in the next year or two. This is
huge, and where the second part of Amara’s law may kick in. Those who got their fingers burned early and have turned their backs
on everything solar may be about to miss the moment they were after. Solar is locking in price rates that accelerate deployment,
and the German grid has not fallen over, proving out that a heavy percentage of renewables can be accommodated technologically.
Forget the few billion dollars of venture money that went into solar, much of which has been lost. The solar story is now really
about the many hundreds of billions that have built the railroads.
It is these new energy and distributed assets which provide the bedrock foundation and platform on which the next waves of
innovation will be layered – be they innovations to create more efficiency, storage innovations, grid optimization innovations, or
business model and/or financial innovations.
For solar itself, expect considerable innovation beyond the module, especially in the balance of systems where some 60% of the
overall cost of PV is to be found. Efficiency will be a new frontier of innovation, in part through the use of advanced materials.
All that said, one note of caution. No one should ignore the positive effect that low interest rates and Quantitative Easing (be that
the Chinese, Japanese or the US version) have had on the availability of low-cost capital for solar’s accelerated deployment. What
happens when QE ends and interest rates rise?

LED’s: a snapshot of 10 Years
The story of lighting’s journey, through the lens of LED’s, has some similarities. It is the volumes/pricing situation we have reached
today which makes its future exciting. Again, it is proving hard to keep up with the volumes.
In 2009, we were forecasting a market of $12.7 billion for 201318; we actually ended double that at $25.4 billion. If the 2013
projections for 2015 (of close to $45 billion) prove correct, we would have a market more than three times the size of what we
were anticipating only five years ago.
http://cleanedge.com/reports/Clean-Energy-Trends-2014
EPIA, Global Market Outlook 2013-17
http://www.businessweek.com/news/2014-03-31/hong-kong-property-tycoon-making-533-million-solar-bet-energy
18
Source: isuppli January 2009
15

16
17
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LED Lighting Market Size (2009 versus 2013 Forecast)

Astonishing? Well, it has been achieved by the impressive price falls, the shape of which is captured below. It shows how,
when the US Department of Energy updated its targets in 2013, the 2008 targets (the blue line) had been exceeded, and by
how much, (by the green line).

us department of energy led projections

*LED Type is Warm White, 40-60 W

Source: US DOE & Cleantech Group Analysis
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If the graph above doesn’t bring the sense of acceleration home, does this help?
■

In November 2013, Osram had a 100W-equivalent LED bulb on the retail market at $50

■

Philips now has one at less than $25. And Cree has taken that to below $20.

Is this a price war? It looks that way, but the reason is that the market context has changed radically. The market is expanding
rapidly, but it still has so far to go – LED’s only represent today about 1% of consumer lighting sales. No wonder the majors are
fighting hard to lock in the future.
We are getting close to a “flip moment on the S-curve”, as Peter Hinssen, author of The New Normal, would say. We cannot be
sure exactly when it will occur, but the effect could be dramatic. Let’s keep in mind how fast electric lights took over from gaspowered lights in the 19th century home, once they reached cost competitiveness. After that flip point was reached, the electric
light took over from gas completely in about 10 years (give or take) - in spite of the incumbent infrastructure.
As LED products grow in pervasiveness, they also work as another
figurative ‘railroad’ on which new innovations can be layered – in the
form of software controls (and the Internet of Things) and, no doubt, in
moving lighting from a product market to a service market. Lighting as
a service (LAAS) is arriving. At the same time, the lighting market is no
longer a silo, and a provider of lighting services can soon find itself with
the opportunity to provide, for example, entertainment, health and wellbeing services (through lighting).
The expansion of such ‘railroads’ as those described above increase
the probabilities that other complementary technologies and products
get accelerated in their slipstream, with all the knock-on effects.
For example, most grid-scale energy storage technologies are still way too expensive. But, the recent announcement from Tesla
and its Giga factory points towards a certain direction for batteries – at least, for lithium-ion batteries for vehicles. Tesla’s Giga
factory aims to reduce the cost of lithium-ion batteries by 30 percent in three years and 50 percent by 2020.
Who would bet against Elon Musk given his track record and given historical parallels? The automotive industry was turned on
its head when Henry Ford’s massive factory scale cut the cost of internal combustion-based cars by more than half; the solar PV
industry was transformed in the last decade by China’s use of scale economies and vertical integration.
Cheaper batteries would accelerate electric vehicles’ cost-competitiveness and its journey towards their own S-curve flip moment.
Falling prices leads to rising volumes, which in turn could lock in a new set of industry giants. Were EVs to progress in the next 10
years like solar and LED’s have done these past 10 years – because, let’s face it, EV volumes today are still very low – they would act
as another ‘railroad’ upon which new innovations could be layered, especially in business models, software and communications.
To put the possible growth in perspective in the next 10 years, the EVI (Electric Vehicles Initiative) estimates that the 2012 EV stock
of the world of about 180,000 vehicles will become two million by 2020 (approximately 2% of the total passenger vehicle stock, up
from 0.02% in 2012)19.

19

Global EV Outlook. April 2013. EVI/IEA
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4. The Next 10 Years: Some Ideas to Watch Out For
We are resistant to making precise and quantitative predictions on the future – as illustrated above, the only certainty about such
numbers is that they will be wrong!
However, we do wish to share with you some of the signals we are seeing and hearing about the road ahead to highlight some of the
things we are watching and thinking about, and are excited to see play out.
Regard what follows as our suggestions for some key trends and themes to keep an eye on, in the coming 10 years. It is in no way
fully comprehensive, nor in any way does it provide you the full recipe. More, view this as a list of ingredients – of technology
areas, industry areas, and geographical, as well as secular, themes.
All of these, we reason, will intermix in interesting ways to produce a different ‘Future Than We All Think’ – but one in which
sustainable innovations will have progressed. In some cases, this will have occurred spectacularly; in some cases, surprisingly; in
others, disappointingly.

Four Secular Themes With Strong Tailwinds For the Next 10 Years
The Next 10: It’s Not About The Technology!
The coming years will be defined less by breakthrough technologies and more by the strength of innovations in business models,
in design, and in brand. The technology is already there to do many meaningful things, and, crucially, to make shareholders money.
Risk appetite, after the worst of the global financial crisis, feels more in the mood for making money at sensible risk-adjusted
returns, than for experimentation.
There is much talk of innovating the business models – be they in related finance schemes or in a company’s business model. And
indeed, there is a very clear and current trend of operating companies creating finance schemes to underpin the sale of their offering,
essentially turning capex into opex by creating a service – be that service for electrons, lighting, energy savings, etc.

Signals from
■

One of the best performing companies across the European sustainable innovation landscape is Anesco. In four years they have
taken their revenues from zero (at foundation in 2010) to above £100m - with no real spend on marketing. What are they doing?
In brief, focusing on customer pain and providing energy efficient solutions tailored to building owners’ needs based on the best
combinations of existing technology, software, and finance. This is fundamentally a service and solutions company. This is, to our
way of thinking, a VAR for energy efficiency in the 2010’s.

■

SolarCity’s market value has multiplied six times since its December 2012 IPO. To be clear, this is not a technology play, but a
financial innovation, built on the expanding ‘railroads’ described in the previous section, to harness the power of the Chinese subsidy,
on the one side, and the Federal Reserve’s de facto subsidy (through low interest rates) on the other.

■

Winner of the Global Cleantech 100 Company of the Year 2013, Nest (recently acquired by Google for $3.2bn) provides a strong
illustration of the importance of design in its delivering of products that are both functional and aesthetically pleasing. They are not
cheap, but nor are Apple products. Such is the lure of beauty.
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Actually, the reality is that such models are not really anything new, but rather a case of coming back into fashion. ‘Power-bythe-Hour’, for example, was an approach Rolls Royce came up with in 1962 to support the sales of the Viper engine on the de
Havilland/Hawker Siddeley 125 business jet. Quite revolutionary for its time, instead of selling product outright, a complete engine
and accessory replacement service was offered on a “fixed-cost-per-flying-hour” basis. This aligned the interests of the manufacturer
and the operator, who only paid for engines that performed well.
Fast forward to today, and we see something similar happening in the world of sustainable technology. Many young clean
technology companies are innovating their business models, turning from product companies to service companies, to help
unlock their biggest problem – getting their innovations deployed in a way that gets over conservative customers’ reluctance to
change, by aligning interests, and taking on some of the ongoing risks.
And this is a very real and present problem. Stories abound of start-up companies with proven ability to save their customers’
money who cannot get a sales order, or who at least cannot do so without going through a long sales cycle and often a long period
of pre-tests (at the start-up’s cost, no doubt) despite referenceable clients elsewhere. The finance infrastructure is changing a bit
(but not fast enough) to support the model where the customer wants to pay the supplier from the savings achieved. Start-ups are
still getting stuck on the lack of a long track record, by the traditional credit approaches of the traditional finance players. There
is more innovation to come, here, we believe. More specialist finance companies are appearing, alive to the opportunities. It takes
time, though, for gaps like these to close.

The Next 10: It is (in part) About the Data!
Conferences, reports, and blog posts already do enough to hype up the ‘Big Data’ phenomenon. And the ‘Internet of Things’ is also
rating high on the buzzword-o-meter, but for good reason. The possibilities for efficiencies and new business combinations once every
“thing” has an IP address and once the data can be effectively collected
and analyzed and acted upon are endless and hard to imagine today.
So what happens when today’s 11 billion sensors, which are attached
to natural resources, production lines, the electricity grid, logistics
networks and recycling flows, and implanted in homes, offices, stores
and vehicles, feeding big data into the Internet of Things, become the
predicted 50 billion sensors by 2020?
As the scale of transformation of industrial and resource assets (the
‘railroads’) grow and if, as we think, models where suppliers share
more risk do indeed proliferate, data will only become an even
more important feature of our industrial resource landscape. To
take on that financial risk or to get third party financiers to do so,
suppliers will need first-class access to data on the performance of
their products, just as Rolls Royce constantly monitors its engines to
ensure ‘Power by the Hour’ is working for both its customers and for
its own shareholders. The signs are here already.
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Signals from
■

Gridium is but one of a number of companies providing data-driven building efficiency software. The company recently launched
RCx, a cloud-based application that recommends steps to improve building efficiency by analyzing meter data.

■

Another 2013 Global Cleantech 100 company, Space-Time Insight turns large quantities of disparate information into visual displays
that businesses such as utilities, and oil and gas and telecoms companies can use to make real-time decisions on their resources.

■

Enablon’s EH&S software services help large enterprises collect and analyze data with regards to managing their carbon emissions
and managing their air, water, waste, chemicals performance and ensuring regulatory compliance.

The Next 10: Big Finance Has a Critical Role to Play
Whisper it quietly, but renewable energy and sustainable investing is heading towards the mainstream, something we have
previously termed the “Cleantech Goes Inside” phase. At the more mature and proven end of the technology spectrum, big
finance and the capital markets are clearly open to environmental investing – not as a stand-alone, “do good” category, but in
their regular pursuit of risk-adjusted returns. And LPs and big asset owners are taking more and more notice.
Debt Capital Markets. In March 2014, the world’s largest auto maker, Toyota, launched the first-ever asset-backed green bond
(increased due to demand from $1.25bn to $1.75bn) to fund auto loans for hybrids, plug-in EVs, and other clean vehicles in the U.S.
Public Equity Markets. Our own Cleantech Index (CTIUS), a basket of 68 publicly-traded cleantech companies, was up more
than 30% in 2013, and even through the worst of the last four years, 2010-13 was still in positive territory. The +3% versus the
-30% (and worse) performances from the renewable energy only indices in the same period, speaks to the power of the broader
resource efficiency opportunity set we illustrate across this thought-piece.
The Return of Limited Partners (LPs) – LP interest in things sustainable has not disappeared. They are just not looking for
what they were, in the way they were, 10 years ago. The context is changed – volumes are getting serious and the economics
are (more) on their side. They are looking for relatively secure long-term financial returns – funding the sustainable ‘railroads’,
financing the industrial transformation where there is appropriate risk, not taking (much, if any) technology risk.
Norway’s Prime Minister Erna Solberg recently confirmed plans to increase the exposure of its, and the world’s largest,
$920 billion sovereign wealth fund to renewable energy, part of its stated plans to use its vast wealth (and influence) to
combat climate change. The Fund owns just over 1% of the world’s listed stocks; now that is influence. Imagine say 5%
of the fund being allocated towards the build-out of renewables. Imagine the fund deciding to exit its coal, oil, and gas
investments, which currently make up around 10 per cent of its value. The fund has already excluded nuclear weapon
producers and tobacco companies. And they are not alone in these weak signals of changing times.
In the past twelve months the World Bank, European Investment Bank and the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development have all committed to virtually end coal investments.
Norwegian private pension fund provider Storebrand has divested from 29 coal and tar sands companies in the past year
because of their obvious carbon exposure.
And major banks are at it too. The renewable energy market “is at a transformational moment in time” according to Stuart
Bernstein, the head of Goldman Sachs’ clean-technology and renewables investment banking group.
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Signals from
The return of the IPO. Yes, the headlines have been about SolarCity and Tesla’s continued stellar post-IPO share price performance
and Opower’s recent IPO, but, less noticed, globally for sure, have been a few smaller IPO’s in Europe - and the return of the junior
markets (which reinforces that sense of the ‘Back to Where we Were’ feeling).
The Euronext in Paris has seen IPO’s for French venture-backed companies, Orege, the provider of industrial wastewater treatment
for the Oil & Gas, Petrochemical and Chemical industries; McPhy Energy, the producer of solid state hydrogen storage solutions (and
a presenter at the 6th European Cleantech Forum in Paris 2010); and Fermentalg, the developer and producer of micro-algae for the
agrifood, healthcare and energy markets. They raised €20m, €32m and €40m, in July 2013, March 2014 and April 2014, respectively.
To be clear, these transactions were fundraisings, not liquidity events, for their backers. Orege broke the European cleantech IPO
deadlock in July 2013, and it has paved the way to allow Climate Change Capital PE to sell its 20% stake (in March 2014) to Eren
S.A. (creating a gross 34% IRR after 3 years for CCC PE). At the time of publication, Lucibel, the French LED lighting provider, had
just filed its ‘document de base’, a first step towards a possible IPO in the coming months.
■ London’s AIM (Alternative Investment Market) was the market that was leading the way back in 2004-05. After many years off
(certainly off anything remotely environmental or unproven), there are signs of life and institutional appetite again for environmental
investment stories:
		 ● University of Leeds spin-out Xeros was admitted to AIM in March 2014, raising £25m in the process, to enable it to take its
			 polymer bead cleaning technology into new markets
		 ● Hydrodec Group, the cleantech industrial oil refining group, successfully re-capitalised and raised £20 million through the 		
			 placing of new shares, in 2013 (It originally IPO’d back in the last window – in 2004)
■

Only now, bookending the 10 years, are we seeing IPOs return. Wounds have been licked, losses absorbed, and a sober re-appraisal
of the opportunity set has begun. We are not in for a linear path forward- no doubt the capital markets will catch another cold
again in the coming 10 years - but we should at least welcome today’s open window.

So what does all this mean for earlier-stage finance?
In the shorter-term, this will not, to our assessment, provide any relief for how tough funding early-stage technology development
will be. Venture capital, general speaking, is cyclically out of favor and in the world of clean technologies, capital is more available
and more comfortable further down the chain, namely funding growth and expansion and deployment of proven and more mature
technologies, or funding so-called cleanweb plays.
The technology pipeline – which is something we believe corporates and their open innovation programs need to be worrying
more about if they are to see the flow of R&D for the 2020’s that they have seen in the last 10 years – will be weaker as capital is
drawn towards the later-stage growth, deployment, and project risk opportunities.
However, the good news about the increased activity in big finance is that these will help establish the ‘railroads’ of the 21st
century energy and industrial systems, all of which will continue to require targeted innovative solutions to make the most of
them. Capital, we reason, will more easily get attracted back to the early-stage as the transition becomes more established. In
2005, investors in young cleantech companies were taking on a perfect storm of risk - new technology + new market + refinancing
risk, to name but a few. In the next 10 years, this will be less and less the case as the technologies mature, market acceptance
increases, and the economics are market-driven, not subject to policy intervention.
Meantime, for now, expect the European Investment Fund and the EC’s Horizon 2020 program, plus national and regional
government money, to continue to play a critical role in developing the R&D end of the European pipeline. Corporates could – and
probably should, if they wish to ensure there is a strong technology pipeline – play a more active role as they continue to shake up
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their own models for developing innovations for a more sustainable future. There is a sense that this is happening on the quiet –
we know of, anecdotally, a number of undisclosed seed investments made by corporates.

The Next 10: Corporate Matters,
Corporates Matter
As described earlier in our re-cap of the past 10 years, there has been a
steady rise in the number and variety of large industrial corporations,
with their big balance sheets and their industry knowledge, experience
and access, looking to build effective mechanisms to leverage the
R&D being done outside of their company by, for example, start-ups.
This has been a positive development, for sure, but, in line with our
observation of some of the early pioneers now pulling back, let’s not
pretend that this is a panacea. It is clear that no one large company
feels it has cracked the open innovation code – of how to make the
marriage of young innovation company and large multi-national really
work - and have big impact over the longer-term. Below, my colleague,
Michael Ellis, elaborates on this, with some thoughts on the need
for innovation in corporate innovation practices to fully realize the
mutual benefits for the incumbent and the young company.

viewpoint: Can Elephants Learn to Dance with the Fleas?
Michael Ellis, Partner & EVP, Advisory Services, Cleantech Group (CTG) provides some thoughts on reinvigorating corporate innovation
for the next leg of the journey. (The analogy is inspired by ideas from Charles Handy’s 2001 book, The Elephant and The Flea).
This thought-piece highlights some of the positive developments we have seen across the clean technology landscape over the last
decade, including the rise of corporate external innovation. While there is much to be proud of, it would also be naïve to pretend all is
well, and that CEOs and other leaders are content with their corporate open innovation programs at present.
Our firm, and many leaders in the corporate and investing worlds, believe that massive value remains untapped and that some thorny
questions remain unanswered. In March 2014, at our Cleantech Forum in San Francisco, for example, we convened a discussion with
30 of the world’s leading VC/PE funds and corporate investors behind closed doors. Everyone agreed that corporate open innovation in
cleantech required intensive work to improve, particularly with regard to how to treat capital-intensive technologies; how to improve
collaboration between corporates, financial investors, and startups; and how to accelerate time to market. To spark all our thinking for
the road ahead, here are three thoughts I have to throw into the mix, concerning the inter-relationships of large corporates (Handy’s
Elephants) with Start-ups (Handy’s Fleas). Can they learn to better dance together?
1) Getting corporates more focused on building disruptive innovations. Corporates tend to avoid investing heavily in new technology
innovations that will disrupt their core businesses, and those that do usually run into trouble scaling those businesses and overcoming
internal inertia or even roadblocks. Indeed, prominent VCs we have worked closely with frequently avoid seeking corporate coinvestors on technologies that are likely to be disruptive to those corporates. And yet corporates should be among the most motivated
and helpful players in evaluating and scaling disruptive technologies as they have the most to lose and—if properly organized—could
help scale disruptive technologies the fastest. How can we fix this conundrum? How can corporate venturing groups be better
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Michael Ellis’ VIEWPOINT Continued
integrated into Business Units so that their activities are seen as more complementary to the core business? How can incentives in
BU’s be reframed to encourage more risk taking and forward thinking? How can corporates learn from their peers that have made
notable advances in this area, like the focus of BMW’s i-Ventures on car sharing or the establishment of Air Liquide’s i-Lab in Paris?
In the coming years, we expect that more and more corporates will establish corporate innovation groups that combine VC and
partnership activities under one senior leader. We expect that they will have much better connections with, and support from, BU
executives than currently such groups tend to have, including more direct relationships with senior corporate and BU strategists.
More BUs will be expected to include long-range, externally focused innovation in their own annual strategic planning, and will have
incentives in place to encourage follow through without over-privileging short-term results.
2) Developing new funding mechanisms. Getting to success with clean technologies today generally requires more capital investment
than, say, is the case with IT. Treating it similarly, though, has led to missed expectations and has slowed investment. While this idea
is gaining wide acceptance, few alternate funding mechanisms have arisen to help. Crowd-funding, basic lease models, and taxbased financing mechanisms are noteworthy recent developments spurring the widespread adoption of solar, but solar is an
established technology. What new financing mechanisms are necessary to scale riskier technologies? How can corporates direct
more of the billions they invest each year in internal R&D towards startups and external innovation? (The top 1000 largest R&D
spenders globally invested more than $600 billion in 2013). How can corporates direct the billions they spend each year on
procurement to help scale riskier, but strategic, technologies? Especially at a time when corporates’ balance sheets are healthy
(some estimates reckon there is up to $2 trillion of cash on non-financial corporations’ balance sheets – and that is just in the US).
Over the next decade, we expect a sea change in corporate approaches to external R&D and procurement spending. An increasing
proportion of R&D will be earmarked for collaborations with academics, startups, and other corporates. R&D decision makers and
legal teams will get more comfortable with funding more and more narrowly scoped partnerships, aiming to more rapidly identify
failures, cutting them off, while also identifying swift successes, spurring follow-on investment. BU and corporate procurement teams
will be encouraged to take greater risks with a meaningful portion of their spending, with lower associated ROI hurdles, and by
bringing on new staff with new capabilities. These would be game changers for cleantech companies and their investors.
3) Access to customers. A proven track record among even a small set of credit-worthy customers or high-volume success in a
narrow niche is hugely valuable proof that helps cleantech companies scale, spur further customer success, and trigger corporate
M&A and investment. What can cleantech companies learn from Nest’s rapid success in serving a niche thermostat market with the
promise of more as-yet-untested product successes to come? How can corporates provide greater access across their global BUs
as customers of startups and to their own supply chain and customers? How can multiple corporates partner better to provide access
to multiple technology providers, sharing risk and upside? What other market players are necessary to accelerate these practices?
In the next few years, we expect that corporates—facilitated by newly empowered corporate functions and outside advisory firms—
will significantly improve the range of access that they provide to third-party sustainable innovation companies. Intra-industry precompetitive and inter-industry collaborations will be the norm as fewer corporates attempt to venture alone into technology areas that
are critical to their businesses but that don’t need to be developed entirely in house. And startups will generally focus on more narrow
market niches where rapid adoption is possible.

Four Geographical Themes with Strong Tailwinds for the Next 10 Years
Having Impact, Making Money: Powering Off-Grid Africa
It is clear that clean technology and impact investing have not seen themselves as one and the same thing. And indeed they are
not – but there are places where the agenda clearly overlaps. And that revolves around a trend we have been tracking for some
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time and believe will continue to grow, namely the application of western technologies in so-called developing markets – where
“impact” can be significant.
No one in the cleantech community, no one at our Forums 10 years ago, even 5 years ago, was talking much about Africa. Today,
it feels like we are seeing more and more companies bringing ‘basic’ (but 21st century) services to Africa – in the form of energy
and lighting, leveraging the mobile payment business models for payment (note: another type of ‘railroad’ on which to layer more
innovation), and taking on the competition of the status quo: intermittent and unreliable grids at most; more likely, kerosene,
batteries, and candles.
Given the billions on the planet who live in this manner – this feels like cleantech investing with Impact.

Signals from
■

Azuri Technologies Ltd, a spin-out from Eight 19, (a UK company who presented at Cleantech Forum Europe 2011) was one of the
pioneers of this trend, with its Indigo “pay as you go” solar offering. The product is currently deployed in Kenya, Malawi, Zambia,
South Sudan, Uganda, and South Africa.

■

Nova-Lumos is another example – this one from Israel, now headquartered out of the Netherlands. Nova-Lumos’ generation assets
are “power stations in a box” – a new type of solar panel and indoor unit that allow users to purchase electricity on demand using
their mobile phone. By paying for usage only and in small installments, the bills, which are typically lower than their previous
expense on kerosene, are affordable.

■

BBOXX, a UK company who will present at the 10th Cleantech Forum to illustrate this Impact trend, operates in 14 countries. It
recently attracted investment from Khosla Impact, to grow and develop its pay-as-you-go finance solution enabled by remote battery
monitoring (put another way, enabled by data).

■

Is this a trend of interest to you? It is for DFJ, it would seem. It recently joined the strong syndicate backing d.light, a solar lighting
company for rural India and Africa. (Note that DJF was involved in two of cleantech’s biggest successes to date, namely Tesla and
SolarCity. Talking of SolarCity, they also got in on the act recently, investing in Off-Grid Electric, a “solar energy as a service” mobile
solution for Tanzania).

Beyond Africa, there are two other geographical opportunities we believe will remain strong for the next 10 years. They are worthy
of highlighting.

Foreign Technology into China
This is not new news or a new trend, but rather something we and others have written about for a few years now. It is a trend that
we expect will continue to run and grow stronger in the next 10 years – heightened by the Chinese Premier Li Keqiang recently
declaring war on pollution. The trend has two facets: the acquisition of technologies and companies, especially distressed ones, by
Chinese companies; and the entry of innovation companies from the West into China, often in partnership with a large industrial
Chinese company.
The biggest block to China’s intended rise to global economic leadership is the balancing of rapid economic growth with
environmental considerations. At the same time, the Chinese economic model will have to rely less on investment and exports
and more on domestic consumption to reduce dependency on the state of the global economy. This, however, entails an additional
burden on the domestic environment because more products will not only be produced but also be used and disposed of in China.
Last but not least, the Chinese government will have to find ways to tackle the increasing gap between the rich and the poor. More
than half the Chinese population lives in cities and the trend to urbanization with its social and ecological implications is set to
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continue. Today, the air, water and soil are contaminated all over the country and the Chinese government has realized that the
practice of “growing first, cleaning up later” is no longer sustainable.
Accordingly, the current 12th Five-Year-Plan (2011-2015) encourages “Green Development” with an emphasis on climate
protection, resource saving, recycling, nature conversation, environment protection, and water management. The plan also defines
technological goals for certain industries which traditionally have a strong impact on the environment, such as the automobile,
steel, non-ferrous metal, construction material, or petrochemical industries. Energy saving, alternative energy generation and
alternative drives for automotive (e.g. hybrid and electric vehicles) are “strategic industries” according to the plan. Chinese policy
makers and legislators do not stop at the level of macroeconomic planning: vehicles emission standards similar to those applicable
in Europe have recently been introduced as well as regional pollution reduction targets which are binding on local governments.

Signals from
■

In Europe, Germany has been the principle target for Chinese M&A. Many of its renewable power companies have been acquired
by Chinese companies. Sunways being acquired by LDK Solar started the trend in January 2012; there have been many more since
in 2013, including Asola being bought by STGCON and Conergy’s Frankfurt module solar business being acquired by Astronergy.
Bosch, Siemens, Saint-Gobain, and other companies have sold their German based PV activities to Chinese investors. Likewise,
Chinese investors have bought German wind energy OEMs and wind farms; SGL Carbon’s sale of its wind turbine rotor blades
producing subsidiary SGL Rotec to Beijing BetterLife Group being one of the latest examples. “Clearly, these acquisitions not only
serve to pile up production capacities”, commented Peter Hellich, Partner, Taylor Wessing, “but aim at the development of Chinese
self-originated technological know-how in the nearer future, following the path laid by the PRC’s 12th Five-Year-Plan”.

■

Elsewhere, in 2013, the new investors to Kaiima, with its genomic-based breeding technology to develop high-yielding energy
crops, speak to the opportunity for foreign-based solutions to domestic China. The three new investors were Horizon Ventures, IFC,
and Infinity Group.

■

EcoMotors recently followed a Lanzatech-style development path with the setting up a joint venture with First Auto Works, a major
OEM. First Auto will invest $200 million in the manufacture and distribution of EcoMotors’ high-efficiency engines in China.

Japan–post–Fukushima
In Europe, Germany’s Energiewende (Energy Transition) is center-stage, as the most advanced and substantial test case in the
world of a major industrial economy transforming its energy system
at break-neck speed (measured in energy market terms!). With recent
developments in Crimea and heightened political tensions between
the West and Russia, the need for a complete energy revolution to
secure Germany’s energy security has only intensified.
But far away, another major industrial economy (the world’s third
largest, indeed) is trying to achieve similar things. Something with
similarities is gaining momentum in Japan, a development we believe
more clean technology companies might wish to be focused on in the
coming years.
Arguably, an easier place for westerners to do business than China,
Japan has a long history in sustainable innovation and leaders in the
field in their corporate and industrial base.
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Signs are that these corporates are on the move again and Abenomics has released more spirit and enterprise. Its resourcedeficiency, coupled with the fallout from the Fukushima disaster, lead us to conclude that Japan and Japanese large corporations
are a worthy investment of time and business development effort in the 2010’s for European innovation companies, to ensure
they are in the shop window along with their US counterparts (who seem to be garnering more attention).

Signals from
■

In 2013, OPower announced a deal with Japan’s Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO), owner and operator of the Fukushima
nuclear facility, to roll out its energy-saving platform to some of TEPCO’s 20 million customers.

■

In July 2013, Bloom Energy and SoftBank formed a joint venture to install a 200kW system at SoftBank’s M-Tower in Fukuoka.

Nor is the Asian Story Just About China and Japan
We should also not leave you with the impression that it will be all about China and Japan. Korean industrials are clearly on the
open innovation path, and they have been active acquirers of cleantech businesses. Equally, we have seen large corporations from
India, Indonesia, and Malaysia active in the creation of relationships with western technology firms.

Signals from
■

In 2012, LanzaTech and Petronas announced that they will work together to accelerate the development and commercialization of
technologies to produce sustainable chemicals from carbon dioxide (CO2) and natural gas.

■

In 2012, Intelligent Energy and Indian Oil signed a Statement of Intent to initiate demonstration projects and to work together to
develop the use of hydrogen in a range of fuel cell power systems in the Indian market. Intelligent Energy recently (April 2014)
received $63m of investment from GIC, Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund.

■

In March 2013, Celanese signed an agreement with Indonesian state-owned energy company Pertamina to jointly develop
synthetic fuel ethanol projects in Indonesia using Celanese’s proprietary TCX ethanol process technology.

■

In August 2013 we saw Samsung acquire Novaled for $350m for the future potential of its high-efficiency organic light-emitting
diodes (OLED).

■

Sweden’s Clean Motion has launched its three-wheeled EV, the Zbee, in Indonesia where it estimates demand as 100,000 vehicles
per year, designed for tomorrow’s city traffic. Zbee is quiet, gives off no exhaust fumes, and its superior energy efficiency will help
reduce global carbon dioxide emissions.

■

In March 2014, LG Chem announced its plans to acquire NanoH20 for $200m, one of four companies who had made it onto all
five years of the Global Cleantech 100 listing. NanoH20 makes technology that can clean water — particularly seawater — with low
amounts of energy.

Four Technology Areas to Watch During the Next 10 Years
With the caveat that we have had to be selective, not comprehensive, we have decided to highlight these four technology areas as
worthy of your attention in the coming years. We have picked on areas that have historically been given less airtime within our
innovation community, ones that we were not watching 10 years ago.
In a world of increasing convergence, we think we will hear more and see more impact from these in the coming 10 years.
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3-D Printing
While very much in the here and now, we may be years away before truly grasping its power. Could this be a prime candidate for
demonstrating Amara’s Law? We may be in danger of over-hype in the near term, but let us not underestimate the opportunities
and threats that will emerge as the manufacturing processes and the supply chains of the world evolve.

Genomics
Who in the cleantech world in the 2000’s was keeping an eye on developments in genomics – what can be done and at what costs,
on what time-scales? Very few. Now that we can better understand our own make-up, our ability to improve the provision of
healthcare is fast changing. Why will this impact stop at humans? Our understanding of plants is increasing fast, too, which has
significant implications for how to radically improve agricultural yields and for how to produce high-value fuels from ordinary
organisms. Game-changing within the next 10 years? Possibly, but probably not. Still, keep an eye on advancements laying the
ground and locking in value, for the future beyond that.

Robotics
Robots are no longer part of science fiction fantasies; the applications are here. Drones in the military sure, but also in factories.
Virtual bots are roaming the net for data. There are “robo-run” surgeries. There are driverless cars. Recycling separation is being
performed by robots as per Finland’s ZenRobotics.
The impact of robotics on the industrial and societal landscape will increase in the next 10 years, as sensors, artificial intelligence
and mobile connectivity continue to improve. What is their market potential? Today, some $6 trillion a year is spent on labor in
manufacturing, which is certainly a big number for robotics to target for efficiencies in economic, safety, and sustainability terms.

Signals from
■

In January 2014, Dutch LED 3D printing firm LUXeXceL completed a growth capital funding round of €5 million to fund the
manufacturing of its 3D printed lenses and optical products.

■

ZenRobotics, founded in 2007 in Helsinki, has developed the first robotic waste sorting system, and is one of the most advanced
machine learning companies in today’s market. Targeting construction and demolition waste, the ZenRobotics Recycler can uniquely
identify metal, wood, and stone and remove these materials from a waste stream. The company was founded to bring machine
learning and advanced robotics into high-value industries that would benefit the most. The robots can be taught how to identify and
interact with new materials, and this knowledge can be distributed as a software update. While initially tested and designed for
waste sorting, there are clear applications for automation in other environments where understanding and interacting with
surroundings are key barriers to deployment, such as mining and logistics.

■

Liquid Robotics, a US company backed among others by Schlumberger and VantagePoint Capital Partners, has developed the Wave
Glider, an unmanned marine vehicle propelled by waves, with a configurable platform to support a wide variety of sensor payloads,
powered by solar panels. The Wave Glider is being used in the oil and gas industry, government projects, and fisheries.

Social Media
It may be easy to be skeptical of the price tags and valuations witnessed in the social media space, but we should certainly not
ignore their importance for how 21st century businesses will get done and what the tools can mean for scaling business models.
We can see the impact already in the rise of ‘sharing economy’ companies like Airbnb and BlaBaCar, and in crowd-funding plays
like Mosaic. Social media is an enabler of new companies leveraging the value of the billions already spent (think ‘railroads’,
again) in assets like hotels, cars, etc. to provide new and disruptive propositions.
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viewpoint: How We Make
Will van Eaton, Associate, Advisory Services, Cleantech Group (CTG) provides some thoughts on how developments in 3-D printing and Robotics,
allied to the power of computing and connectivity, are changing the manufacturing landscape and disrupting supply chains as we know them.
Many argue that we are entering the third Industrial Revolution, and that manufacturing will be redefined through digitization and automation.
Looking forward, the internet (of things), real-time connectivity, and advanced software will power new innovations in robotics and 3D printing.
This, in turn, will redefine how we think about manufacturing.
Only in the last quarter century have we applied the level of design considerations and optimization to the manufacturing processes that we do
to the actual manufactured product. This revised focus helps us make things faster and cheaper while improving resource efficiency. Autodesk,
known for their AutoCAD software, offers the Factory Design Suite to prototype factory layouts and optimize internal processes. Airbus has
brought the digital factory concept to life and abandoned the long-standing norm of stationary manufacturing, where each aircraft is assembled
in a static position, and has instead adopted a more dynamic moving assembly line with purpose-specific stations for assembly. This redesign
has reduced lead time by 33% and produced a 50% rate increase compared to the original line. New technologies in robotics and automation
have allowed Airbus and other manufacturers to produce faster, cheaper, and safer.
Robots, even those with integrated machine learning capabilities, are a natural extension of our existing manufacturing infrastructure. While
robotics are integral to improving our manufacturing future, 3D printing and additive manufacturing will likely be core to redefining how we think
about how we make.
3D printing can be split into two groups: Industrial and domestic. The former is often seen in high-value processes and uses a range of alloys
and thermoplastics, the latter is commonly used to model and rapidly iterate on design concepts, and is typically limited to thermoplastics. While
the desktop space is still very much in its early stages, there have been notable successes such as MakerBot’s acquisition by Stratasys for over
$400 million.
3D printing will help transition us towards a decentralized economy. Shipping raw materials in bulk and manufacturing items on-site and ondemand will lower economies of scale and trump many advantages of traditional manufacturing. Decentralization and low costs of entry will
make advanced and rapid manufacturing more accessible. This is valuable for on-site manufacturing of high-value components, such as the 3D
printed rocket parts tested by NASA last summer which require six months and $10,000 per unit with traditional manufacturing, but only require
three weeks and less than $5,000 when 3D printed, with no loss of performance.
Access to distributed, low-cost, on-demand manufacturing could also catapult the developing world into a more competitive market for
manufacturing. Jordan Brandt, technology futurist at Autodesk, suggests that 3D printing could help the developing world leapfrog the need for a
robust machining infrastructure typical of industrial economies, similar to how they are leapfrogging the infrastructure-heavy telecom networks
and moving directly to mobile. In that regard, this technology has the potential to improve the wellbeing and quality of life of the developing world.
As a consequence of decentralization and on-demand manufacturing, we can also expect the manufacturing supply chain model to be disrupted.
For companies that manage vast inventories, on-site fabrication will be a game-changer. For example, a hardware store won’t need to store in
inventory 20 each of 1,000 SKUs when it has the ability to make any component on the spot.
Advancements in 3D printing and additive manufacturing are just the start of a much larger shift toward a faster, smarter, and more accessible
future of manufacturing. Many of the benefits of this shift haven’t yet been quantified and there are surely many more still to be identified.
Industry leaders should begin integrating these advanced technologies into their operations to hone their leading edge. Whether they collaborate
externally or innovate internally, they need to leverage the principles of a distributed and automated manufacturing economy to their advantage.
For example, how many truck rolls are avoided by only shipping high-density raw material used for additive manufacturing? How will retailers
evolve their business models as more consumers create at home? Through quantifying the environmental and economic benefits of this shift,
incumbents can position themselves to shape the future of our economies, our businesses, and our environment.
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Four Industry Areas to Watch During the Next 10 Years
The final facet and angle of our look-forward section is to highlight a few industrial categories where we expect much action and
disruptive innovation in the coming 10 years. Sustainable innovation, to be clear, is impacting all, and, although we cannot be
comprehensive, we have selected the following four as showing high propensity for change and hunger for innovation.

Utilities
Despite the general positivity towards corporates taking up the open innovation approach, this is also accompanied by
disappointment and concern about how slow they are to act. The compulsion to act in the nearer term may not be pressing
enough, or seem pressing enough yet, for some industries.
However, if there was one industrial group where there is little, if any, ‘complacency time’ left for the incumbent, it is the utilities
– with European (and German) utilities at the front of the movie that has started to play out. Stranded assets, large-scale sell-offs
of power plants, distributed energy generation, and the regulatory pressure to actively help their customers consume less of their
product (electricity) are all putting huge pressure on the utilities and their deeply-entrenched business models and cultures. Over
the last five years, utilities in Europe have lost about half of their market value; RWE recently announced the first loss in its history
(since 1949) – a whopping €2.76 billion. E.ON, Germany’s largest utility, presented its 2013 results in March showing underlying
net income dropping from €4.2 billion to €2.2 billion. The Swedish utility Vattenfall reported a $2.3 billion loss for 2013; and in
early 2014 GDF-Suez announced a €15 billion write-down.
Speculation is rife as to whether utilities are locked into what the U.S. utility trade group Edison Electric Institute described
as a death spiral in its 2013 report, Disruptive Challenges, whereby utilities add fixed charges to make up for lost revenue from
Distributed Generation, thereby incentivizing even more customers to generate their own power.

Signals from
■

Of the European utilities, albeit playing catch-up from a slow start on renewables, E.ON has been embracing the future more 		
proactively than most.

It started an external venturing and open innovation group in 2012, which has since invested in early-stage companies like
			Orcan, a waste heat to electricity play, FirstFuelSoftware, a software platform to enable energy efficiency savings behind the
			 meter in commercial buildings, and AutoGrid Systems, an energy data platform provider.
		

●

In the same year, it set up E.ON Connecting Energies (ECT), as a new international business of E.ON group, to focus on energy
			 efficiency and distributed energy solutions for commercial, industrial and public-sector customers worldwide. In 2013, ECT 		
			acquired Matrix, a UK business that started in 2003 to help corporate customers reduce their energy consumption in commercial
			 buildings through data-led energy efficiency and energy management services, based on its advanced metering and building
			 energy management technologies.

		

●

In 2013, E.ON began working with Opower in Europe (initially in the UK) to work on a new paradigm to make more money by
			 selling less electricity, but retaining more customers by helping them save and building a trusted brand through engagement,
			 which would ultimately lead to the right to sell new service offerings to replace the lost commodity revenue.

		

■

●

They are not alone, of course. CEZ, the Czech utility, has recently formed a separate sister company (CEZ Nová Energetika) to seek
growth opportunities and new markets in decentralized energy and adjacent areas. Over the last years, Innovation and venturing
groups have been formed in British Gas, EDF, GDF-Suez, and Iberdrola, to name but a few. Innovation groups are probably the only
areas of utilities where budgets have increased, of late. A signal that the mandate of the future is in their hands.
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Yes, as RWE’s CEO Peter Terium called it, it is indeed “the worst
structural crisis in the history of energy supply.” However, the end of the
utilities is no more inevitable than was the end of telecom companies
– provided they adapt. Fast.
In 2004, we would not have heard a CEO of a utility company anywhere
in the world talk like this (see excerpt from David Crane’s letter to
shareholders to the right). In 2014, it is an indicator of a ‘new normal’.
The race for the future, a race for survival and relevance, is on. Watch
this space 2015-2024. The only certainty is a radically different electricity
market in 10 years’ time with different players and business models. A
great opportunity for some will prove a death knell for others.

Agriculture & Food
Next, to a very different world: two of humanity’s oldest industries,
Agriculture and Food, which are also under pressure to innovate and
re-invent. The confluence of an aging and shifting labor force, climate
change, and population growth means that more food needs to be
grown in increasingly difficult conditions – in short, each acre will need to produce much more food, be tended by fewer and less
experienced people, and the entire system will need to adapt to changing temperatures and precipitation patterns.

viewpoint: Innovation in Agriculture and Food
Kerry Cebul, Principal, Advisory Services, and Amanda Faulkner, Research Manager, Cleantech Group (CTG) provide some thoughts on
innovation in the food and agriculture fields in the coming 10 years.
Ten Forums ago, the cleantech community was narrowly focused on energy (specifically, renewable generation). The Agriculture and Food
markets were rarely, if ever, cited as targets for sustainable innovation. Yet, these markets are massive; they exist at the intersection of many
of our largest economic, social, and environmental issues; and, they are on the cusp of a major transition as the advances in technology and
business models seen in adjacent industries are applied and adapted to address their needs.
To give a sense of scale, a recent Forbes article reckoned that the seed market – just the tip of the Agriculture and Food value chain - is a $44 billion
global market and is expected to double in the next five years. Zooming out, the same article cites the Agricultural and production services market
at north of $2.5 trillion, and by adding in Food and Beverages, you exceed $6.5 trillion. These are truly huge global markets. And, while estimates
vary regarding speed of growth, this combined massive market is expected to grow as the global population adds 1 billion people by 2025.
Yet, this huge market, already under pressure to grow to feed our population, is simultaneously experiencing other major and increasing
challenges. Changing and extreme weather (from droughts to floods), expected associated changes in pest species distribution, and shortages
in labor from changing immigration patterns and an aging workforce all shake the very foundation of the Agriculture value chain.
To address these challenges, the Agriculture and Food markets are seeking innovative technologies and business models. During most of the
past 10 years, the focus of investment has been on seed genetics (and much of this in feedstocks for biofuels and improving the precision and
automation in agriculture equipment). Innovators today are bringing new technologies and business models to bear across the entire value chain
and the major incumbent corporations are beginning to take action.
We are excited to see what lies ahead and what innovations the Agriculture and Food markets take on in the coming years. We expect more
investment and significant disruptive moves to the established practices.
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The early signals of change are apparent – through the use of data to adapt to real-time situations, genomics to increase yields, and
drones and robotics to use less labor. 10 Forums ago, the cleantech community was narrowly focused on energy – and renewable
generation at that. In 10 Forums’ time, we expect sustainable innovation to be “all over” the Agriculture and Food supply chain.

Signals from
■

A striking example of the confluence of agriculture and the data trend is found in Monsanto’s recent (October, 2013) $1 billion
acquisition of The Climate Corporation, a big data company focused on analyzing weather and other data to provide decision making
and financial solutions to farmers.

■

Norway-based Yara International acquired ZIM Plant Technologies (November, 2013), a Germany-based provider of remote control
systems to monitor plant water status in real time.

■

We expect to see acquisitions, investments, and partnerships to continue. And, given the range of corporates with tremendous stakes
in the Agriculture space, we would not be surprised to see the likes of DOW, Bayer, Mitsui, Syngenta, and even IT players like Google
or IBM involved.

■

On the start-up side, a few companies look like strong signals of future technological and business model approaches to revolutionizing
Agriculture and Food in different parts of the value chain:

Blue River Technology is applying new computer vision, analytics, and robotics technologies to achieve their goal of reducing
		 chemical use in agriculture. Their first product is a robot that takes images of individual plants, assesses their type to decide which
		 to “keep”, and dispenses the precise amount of herbicide necessary to kill weeds.
●

BrightFarms is bringing a business model developed and grown in the Solar and Energy Efficiency markets to the urban agriculture
		 market. The company designs, finances, builds, and operates greenhouses in urban settings, and brokers long-term purchasing
		 agreements with groceries for its high quality, locally grown greens.
●

Lastly, Hampton Creek Foods, aims to completely remove chickens from the egg, and egg based product value chains, completely
		 revolutionizing the resources required to feed a growing population that demands higher levels of protein (especially in developing
		 world nations). It has released its first products, Just Mayo and Eat the Dough, mayonnaise and cookie dough products using their
		 plant based egg replacement.
●

Oil & Gas
A major difference between the cleantech landscape of today and 10 years ago is that the energy industry is discussed holistically,
after an arguably unhealthy period, in which dirty was pitted vs clean, fossil fuels vs renewables.
Today we can, without irony, talk of sustainable technologies having the Oil & Gas majors as their target clients; and we can talk
of the very real opportunities at the intersection of natural gas and renewable power sources, like solar. This shift can be seen
in the way Oil & Gas majors’ corporate venturing units have evolved during the 2005-2014 period. Earlier on these corporate
venture groups were mostly, if not exclusively, investing in fossil fuel alternatives and making bets on a different energy future –
solar, wind, biofuels, EV’s, etc. These days, however, the same venture groups are mostly, and in some cases entirely, focused on
innovations and ventures that directly relate to and support their core liquid hydrocarbon businesses. Many of the innovations
have an efficiency and sustainability angle to them.
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viewpoint: Sustainable Innovations for the Oil & Gas Industry
Vince Knowles, Engagement Manager and Ben Brown, Analyst from Cleantech Group’s Advisory Practice provide some thoughts on what they
are looking out for, and why, in terms of innovation relating to the oil and gas industries in the coming 10 years.
Oil & Gas is changing. The character of the proven reserve base is shifting, technological innovation is entering from adjacent industries and
incumbent players are racing to stay ahead of this transformation. In the late 1990’s, as global consumption trends entered their third decade
of steadily outpacing the addition of new reserves, prominent geologists predicted that global oil production would decline within ten years. In
2014, over 15 years after the predicted peak of oil production, innovation has transformed the landscape, enabling a continued rise in production
from unconventional reserves and higher yields from conventional reserves. Since 2000, most additions to proven reserves have come from
revisions to reserves in discovered fields and changes to what is deemed recoverable, rather than newly discovered fields. As technology
innovation becomes an increasing source of competitive advantage for oil and gas companies, many of which have slimmed down their internal
R&D capacities, these companies are increasingly looking beyond their walls to find solutions. From early movers like Chevron and BP, and now
new entrants like Saudi Aramco, oil & gas companies are proactively sourcing and funding solutions from entrepreneurial technology developers.
The next 10 years of oil & gas innovation will be dominated by extraction methods that further expand the frontiers of unconventional extraction,
just as hydraulic fracturing and steam assisted gravity drainage have done for shale gas and oil sands respectively. But each extraction technology
can in turn cause a new set of challenges that require innovative solutions, like that of Axine Water Technologies, which has developed a lowcost, chemical free solution for treating high concentrations of toxic organic pollutants in oil and gas wastewater. A huge water treatment
challenge is the result of the fracking revolution, and the next generation of extraction methods will bring their own secondary problems for
innovators to solve.
While some of the factors affecting oil and gas are coming from within the industry, some of the most transformational factors are coming from
outside, most notably from the world of IT, where novel solutions are bringing about a ‘digital oilfield’ revolution. Companies are using IT to monitor,
analyze, and control the entire drilling and production process, enhancing efficiency and safety in field operations. Fuelled by advances in sensor
technologies, process instrumentation, hardware, and data analytics and visualization, the digital oil field is taking production optimization to
the next level and transforming how producers track and monitor global activities. Consider Shell Technology Ventures’ investment in Xact, the
start-up that has developed sensors and transmitters that work in fluids to gather real time information about oil and wells as operators drill.
With long lead times and no room for risk or failure, the Oil Patch will continue to absorb other technology and innovation trends such as
renewables, drones, 3D printing, and wearable technology. Glasspoint Solar, which has raised more than $33 million in funding, provides solar
steam generators designed specifically for the Oil & Gas industry to replace natural gas generators. PrecisionHawk sells a technology suite
which includes intelligent unmanned aerial vehicles, sensors, and software for asset monitoring and oil spill response applications. Imagine
state-of-the-art 3D printers at remote oil and gas fields, capable of producing broken parts on site in hours, similar to U.S. Army’s Rapid
Equipping Force which prints equipment parts in Afghanistan. Further, as operators follow oil deposits further offshore and into remote and harsh
environments, technology has the potential to play a significant role in employee safety. The telemedicine company NuPhysica uses advanced
videoconferencing to connect injured workers with doctors who can remotely diagnose and treat patients. Where might wearable technology like
Google’s Glass, Fitbit’s Force, or Apple’s anticipated iWatch enhance health and safety protocols? We certainly cannot be sure how these trends
will intersect with Oil and Gas, but we can be sure that the industry will be waiting.

Transportation and How We Move
The world of transportation and mobility is a complex one to dissect, given the parallel yet directly competing worlds of the
incumbent systems and models, and those of the emerging young innovators.
Previously, Michael Ellis speculated whether corporate innovation would trend towards the large incumbents potentially leading
innovation that is deliberately disruptive to their current core businesses. In light of this trend, transportation strikes us as an area
ripe for such an approach. And if we are reading the tea leaves correctly, BMW appears to be a leading example of Ellis’ assertion.
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BMW’s venture strategy is to create an ecosystem around its recently introduced i3 electric car, an ecosystem that would allow its
i3 electric car (and others) to flourish. This means everything from charging and mapping, through to car-to-car communications
and car-to-infrastructure communications.
The exact outcomes from the powerful convergence of IT, the shared economy (especially predominant in Generation Y), power
source (electric vs internal combustion), and the chicken/egg problem of the supporting infrastructure, are hard to foresee, but we
can be sure of one thing. There will be much change across the European and global landscape when it comes to “how we move”.

viewpoint: How We Move
Vince Knowles, Engagement Manager and Ben Brown, Analyst from Cleantech Group’s Advisory Practice provide some thoughts on what they
are looking out for, and why, in terms of innovation relating to Mobility in the coming 10 years.
In mobility one thing is clear, the ever increasing population will need affordable access to reliable transportation infrastructure around the world.
According to the UN, the world’s population is expected to reach 9.6 billion by 2050 with much of the growth coming from urban populations
in developing countries. This population increase will triple demand for global mobility with bigger multiples in developing countries like China.
However, it is still not clear how these people will be transported and who will profit from their mobility.
Though we are far from peak car ownership, the 2000’s saw peak car use. The jury is still out on which propulsion technologies will power
our growing fleets of personal and commercial vehicles, but the fruits of the hydrogen revolution have failed to ripen. Though we are seeing
innovation to bring efficiency improvements within the current infrastructure, there will undoubtedly be a parallel Electric Vehicle (EV) charging
infrastructure across major cities and growth in CNG fueling. But the fundamental business models of mobility are in question. Car- and ridesharing platform growth, along with multi-modal integration and autonomous driving technologies, are leading to a break down in the historic
division between private and public transport infrastructures.
Electric vehicles, powered by either batteries or hydrogen, have long been seen as the clean, renewably powered transportation technologies
of the future. But both have been plagued by challenges of cost, safety, consumer trust and a fundamental chicken/egg problem around
infrastructure development. Advances in energy storage are bringing EVs closer to reality, with Tesla Motors’ Model S claiming a 265 mile range.
But there is just as much room for innovation in developing and deploying supporting infrastructure. German company Ubitricity, for example, is
working to break down technical and business barriers to establishing a smart decentralized EV charging network.
Yet the transformative technologies of the future will be just as much based around our existing fossil fuel infrastructure, just done better.
Innovations in power to gas are allowing renewable energy to be cost effectively stored as natural gas, and so transported through the gas
network to fuel CNG cars. The blooming shale gas revolution only supports the economics of this path for the transportation system. But the good
old internal combustion engine is not immune to the improvements of entrepreneurial innovators. EcoMotors International’s opposed-piston
opposed-cylinder design reduces emissions by a claimed 50% and recently entered a $200 million joint venture with China’s First Auto Works
who will build 100,000 units per year starting in 2015.
While the power source of tomorrow’s vehicles is certainly up for grabs, so too is the future of their ownership. Car sharing platforms are growing,
with entrepreneurial offerings such as Zipcar, BMW’s Drivenow and Daimler’s Car2Go. This multimodal breakdown between private and public
transportation infrastructure will only continue; ridesharing platform carpooling.com has become a major vendor of tickets for German train
network Deutsche Bahn and soon we will see individual cars forming highway trains through technology such as Google’s self-driving car.
People will keep moving and entrepreneurs will give them increasingly convenient and economic ways to do it, the only question is whether the
incumbent transport industry can keep up.

Theatres for Innovation
A final area we wanted to touch on will be on “theatres” (distinct from industries), or places where some of the innovation trends
and technologies we reference above – and others - come together.
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Theatres for Innovation: Cities
Cities are clearly the most obvious one – with the Smart City concept high in the buzz-o-sphere. The future of Transportation
and Mobility is clearly central to cities – but there will, of course, be much change within our buildings and their management of
resources. This theme is taken up by Yakov Berenshteyn.

viewpoint: Buildings Getting a Brain
Yakov Berenshteyn, Engagement Manager, Cleantech Group (CTG) has spent a lot of time in the US on the innovation theme ‘buildings getting
a brain’. Through that lens, he casts his eye on the European commercial building scene to wonder what innovation trend will win out here.
Software or Hardware?
With its aging building stock, high energy prices, and progressive policies toward sustainable building construction and operation, Europe
represents a massive market for energy efficiency technologies and services for commercial buildings. While the green building movement of
the early 2000s gave us more efficient load devices and building materials, commercial buildings largely remained static and unresponsive.
Today, low-cost sensors and networking hardware have created the potential to unleash a flood of data from buildings, and analytics platforms
have stepped in to make sense of all the information and to drive advanced HVAC, lighting, and other building systems. But Europe seems to
have been slower – but far from dormant – compared to the US in adopting these software-based technologies. What types of technology and
service providers will capture the European market?
Two factors in particular have converged in the US:
		 1.
			
			
		 2.
			

Commercial building owners and operators with capital-constrained budgets have been traditionally reluctant to take on massive
building retrofits that disrupt operations and/or have slow ROIs. They seek capital-light solutions with one- or two-year paybacks,
even if they do not create the same absolute energy reduction impact as a more major overhaul.
The extensive venture capitalist ecosystem has in recent years been transitioning focus toward capital-light innovation, toward
software, for example, that can be rapidly tested, validated, and scaled – and has the potential to provide healthy returns to VCs.

The end result has been an explosion in innovative companies targeting building efficiency, largely leveraging digital tools. This includes remote
auditing tools, monitoring and visualization platforms, digital controls and networked devices, and adjacent platforms like financing and sales
tools to serve the emerging industry.
While the trend in the US has been clearly toward capital-light solutions, we may be at an inflection point in Europe – namely, will building owners
and operators opt for “big retrofits” or for “big data”? Among the questions building owners and technology innovators will have to consider are:
■ Compatibility: Europe’s building stock tends to be much older than that of the US. Will new digital tools be adaptable to the legacy building
systems and architectures of these buildings, or will these buildings require capital-heavy retrofits first anyway?
■

Capital: Major capital for energy efficiency projects appears to be at least as readily available in Europe as in the US. Will this supply create a
demand for major retrofits, or will building owners opt for new solutions promising reduced levels of operational disruption?

■

Culture: Is it true what they say about European building owners taking greater stewardship over their properties? Certainly Europe is known
for thinking more holistically about the interaction of individuals with the built environment, from comfort to health to privacy. How will these
factors affect the path that Europeans take in making their buildings more energy-efficient?

In the US, it’s still far too early to say how the energy efficiency startup scene will shake out, but the experience – e.g., the successes or failures
of specific technologies or investments – is there to draw from. How will Europe decide to meets its lofty energy efficiency goals, and which
technologies and service models will prove most appealing?
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Signals from
■

Europe has seen far less venture capital activity in this area of innovation, showing only 118 venture deals representing $502 million
of deal value in commercial energy efficiency, compared to 292 deals and nearly $2.5 billion in the US, in the last five years. But
that’s not the whole story.

■

Companies like UK’s Anesco are leading the charge on providing holistic building retrofits and energy efficiency services, leveraging
accelerating funding available for energy efficiency finance. Another UK company, Matrix, was recently acquired by E.ON Connecting
Energies, which will surely help it gain reach across the continent. US innovators, too, are heading to Europe. For example, Enlighted,
a California-based provider of networked building sensors and controls with over $40 million in paid-in capital, recently received
funding from France’s Electranova Capital specifically to expand into Europe.

Theatres for Innovation: Seas
One “theatre” that we think is, perhaps, underplayed, and certainly under-served by the hype merchants, is offshore – at sea.
We are taking the opportunity of our May 2014 visit to Stockholm to look more closely at this and how the shipping industry, in
particular, may be ripe for more external innovation in the coming 10 years.

viewpoint: Innovations at Sea
Stephen Marcus, Business Development Manager, Cleantech Group (CTG) has been spending a lot of time in Sweden and the Nordics of late.
This has brought us face to face with the shipping industry and other “offshore” industries and operations. We have a feeling there is more here
for sustainable innovation companies to achieve in the next 10 years.
Throughout history, shipping has been the world’s largest carrier of freight. And with over 70,000 trade vessels worldwide carrying 90% of
international trade, shipping is the true lifeblood of today’s global economy.
Ships require heating, cooling, lighting, waste handling, and water, just like any building on land and there are many exciting building technologies
that can be used in ships to reduce energy consumption today. Large cost savings can be made. For instance, ABB believes that its product suite
that can control and automate energy consuming aspects of the ship can slash fuel consumption by up to 20%. Additionally, shipping brings its
own unique opportunities relating to fuel efficiency, handling ballast water, and the presence of fouling on the hull which significantly increases
water friction and drag. Again, big financial savings can be made. Finland-based Eniram, a developer of software to optimize maritime fuel
efficiency, states that its solution can help customers achieve fuel savings of $1 million per year, per vessel.
With the growing need for cleantech companies to break into newer markets and applications, shipping is ripe to receive more attention from
the cleantech ecosystem over the next 10 years, offering an attractive (and less crowded) market than those catering to customers on land.
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Final Words
This thought-piece set out to provide some reflections on the last 10 years of innovation and some thoughts on the next 10. We did
so with all humility, not pretending we have all the answers or that, with a scope as broad and large as cleantech, we could in any
way be comprehensive. For example, we have hardly touched on water innovation, other than where it crosses the industries and
geographies we have been highlighting. Similarly, we have but scraped the surface of materials and their potential to enable the
next wave of sustainable innovations across all industries. Both are, of course, a critical part of the landscape of the next 10 years.
How we did in this overall endeavor, you will decide. We hope that, at the very least, we have stimulated your thinking in some
way, inspired your interest to delve further on something, or provoked, a “I really don’t agree with that” kind of moment. Any
which way, please be in touch. We would love to hear your thoughts.
Core to our beliefs is that the next 10 years will see:
More clean technologies reach the early mainstream or break-out phases of their journeys
The realization of more successful investments in upcoming innovations and growth companies than we have seen during
the last 10 years
More “doing more with less” as industries find ways to reduce cost and the resource-intensity of their processes and their
products, reducing their impact on the environments
More proof-points for Amara’s law, as we overhype certain things and under-estimate others
More market size forecasts that get over-taken by events, unforeseen breakthroughs, and the effects of Kurzweil’s Law of
Accelerating Returns
More evidence of the use of innovative business models and strategies to adapt to changing market circumstances
More multi-national corporations engaging with sustainable innovations, with an open innovation mantra; with some, no
doubt, pulling back their innovation strategies and plans
And, when all is said and done, above all, more surprises about what the cumulative innovation ongoing in the world –
built on the various different types of resource ‘railroads’ currently under construction – can and will achieve in terms of
disrupting traditional industries and the power-brokers within them
Against this background and operating within this context, we expect more capital to be attracted to investing in the macro drivers
that sustainability and clean technologies represent - if we are right in believing that more investments will be positively realized.
However, we do not anticipate anything quick or sudden in that regard as the nearer years especially will remain capital-constrained.

The Financial Times ran a piece, as per the picture above. The words would be apt for 2014; it was actually written in 1995. A case
of plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose?
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A Lens on Innovative SMEs

Our Regional 10 Reports serve as an invitation for the world’s
leading technology and innovation scouts to see what companies
in different regions have to offer.

Download these reports today! www.cleantech.com/reports

For more information on bringing international
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